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MOLECULAR CLOUD CORES
and why so much hype...
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Reipurth & Schneider

Giant Molecular Clouds

the majority of objects seen in this region are located at the same distance, i.e., that of
the OB1, 2, and 9 associations at ∼1.7 kpc. This is thus supporting the view of other
authors (e.g., Véron 1965, McCutcheon & Shuter 1970, Landecker 1984) that Cygnus
X can be understood simply as a large Strömgren sphere surrounding the Cyg OB2 and
related associations. Schneider et al. (2006, 2007) also noted that the more diffuse
emission at lower Galactic longitudes (’Cygnus X South’) – compared to the more
clearly defined filamentary structures seen in the DR21 region at higher longitudes
(’Cygnus X North’) – can be due to the fact that Cygnus X South is on the near side of
Cyg OB2, and Cygnus X North on the far side. However, different evolutionary stages
may also play a role.
In the following, we discuss some of the most interesting regions in Cygnus X.
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How important is turbulence
3.1. The Cygnus Super-Bubble
How important are magnetic fields
The combined effects of stellar winds from massive stars and supernova explosions can
What is the mass distribution of fragments
produce large cavities filled with hot (∼10 K) low-density (∼10 cm ) gas (e.g.,
McKee & Ostriker 1977), called ’super-bubbles’.
Very large
super-bubbles
How
doexpanding
you define
a clump?
(reaching a size scale comparable to the thickness of the Galactic disk) break out of the
Galactic plane and thus couple halo gas with the disk both chemically
What and
is dynamically.
a core?
In the Milky Way, only a few such bubbles have been identified. One of those is the
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Gravitational Collapse

under discussion
How important is turbulence
How important are magnetic fields
What is the role of feedback
How fast is the process
What is the standard efficiency of transformation?

14. A 35 square degree CO 1-0 map (in Galactic coordinates) of line
3. SameFigure
as Fig.
2 for
thethethree
located
in the
filament
of DR21 (see text). Note that in contrast to the isolated MDCs
integrated
emission
towards
Cygnus XMDCs
region obtained
at the FCRAO
(Simon
et
2008). show here diverse structures. CygX-N40 appears devoid of compact emission at both 3.5 and 1.3 mm. CygX2), the al.cores
has a complex and extended structure at 3.5 mm with two main cores in the central regions. The 1.3 mm emission resolve
w, probable compact, fragments in the two main cores. The bright peak at 3.5 mm in the South-East corresponds to the weak
mm source outside in the primary beam in the right panel. It is located at the edge of the nearby cluster associated with
6G81.7133+0.5589. CygX-N53 has a bright central core at 3.5 mm which splits into 4 smaller fragments at 1.3 mm in a way
ar to the isolated MDCs. The 3.5 mm source in the SE is hardly detected at 1.3 mm due to the fallo↵ in sensitivity of the
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B68: ESO icon

3. Same as Fig. 2 for the three MDCs located in the filament of DR21 (see text). Note that in contrast to the isolated MDCs
2), the cores show here diverse structures. CygX-N40 appears devoid of compact emission at both 3.5 and 1.3 mm. CygXhas a complex and extended structure at 3.5 mm with two main cores in the central regions. The 1.3 mm emission resolve
w, probable compact, fragments in the two main cores. The bright peak at 3.5 mm in the South-East corresponds to the weak
mm source outside in the primary beam in the right panel. It is located at the edge of the nearby cluster associated with
6G81.7133+0.5589. CygX-N53 has a bright central core at 3.5 mm which splits into 4 smaller fragments at 1.3 mm in a way
ar to the isolated MDCs. The 3.5 mm source in the SE is hardly detected at 1.3 mm due to the fallo↵ in sensitivity of the
ary beam (dashed circle).
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Notes.
a Core number from the catalog of Alves et al. (2007). Thirty three cores from the Alves et al. (2007) catalog are not included here because they either
had no associated C18 O (1–0) emission or the C18 O (1–0) emission was not in the range 2 < v LSR < 8 km s−1 . Because of the differences in the way the
cores were extracted from the extinction image and the fact that we merged or separated the extinction based on the associated C18 O (1–0) emission,
many of the cores from Alves et al. (2007) are listed multiple times in our catalog. To be associated with a core in the current catalog, we require the
cores of Alves et al. (2007) to have more than 20 pixels contained within the boundary of the new core. This criteria was necessary to prevent entries
where the cores within the two catalogs overlapped only at the very edges.
b Extinction peaks were merged within this core.
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is undoubtedly more complex. In particular, the more massive
cores, that is, those cores in the cloud whose masses exceed the
critical Bonnor–Ebert or Jeans mass are very likely to produce
binary star systems. Indeed, the most massive cores may even
fragment and produce small groups or clusters of stars. Thus, a
strict one-to-one correspondence between cores and individual
stars can not be preserved. However, the shape of the resulting
IMF could be retained, especially for higher stellar masses, if
the SFE were to vary with mass, being higher for higher mass
cores, for example. Nonetheless, recent simulations by Swift &
Williams (2008) show that even when the internal fragmentation
of cores in a CMF is considered, the shape of the resulting IMF
is very similar to the shape of the input CMF (apart from some
details that may effect the very high and low mass ends in a
small, but measurable way). Moreover, their results indicate
that even if the SFE is not constant across the complete mass
range, the resulting IMFs are not that different in shape from
the original CMF. Thus, while a one-to-one correspondence
between cores and stars may not hold for all cores, the shape
of the resulting IMF is likely to be similar to the original
shape of the CMF and a characteristic or mean SFE can be
measured by the ratio in the characteristic masses of the two
distributions.
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HI-RES NEAR-IR SURVEY

Roman-Zuniga, Alves, Lada & Lombardi, 2010

•While the map of LAA06 permitted a great “in bulk” view of the core population, higher spatial resolutions are needed to
resolve the internal structure of the cores themselves. That step is crucial to determine the physical properties of
individual cores and their possible stage of evolution towards collapse into stars.

•ESO SURVEY: 55 FIELDS OBSERVED WITH SOFI@NTT-3.6m,

7 FIELDS WITH ISAAC@VLT-8.2m, and 21 FIELDS

OBSERVED with OMEGA2000@CAHA-3.5m

•5-7 magnitudes deeper than 2MASS -> ~5-20x increase in background source density, allow for 2-5 fold in spatial
resolution

Wednesday, September 12, 12

EXTINCTION
LAW IN B59

Calculate the relative extinction wr to K
band using the slope of the distribution of
color excess. Pivot at AH/AK=1.55
(Indebetouw et al. 2005), down to Av=60
mag!
The extinction law towards the dense
cloud of B59 shows at most a moderate
departure from the one inferred in
previous studies mixing observations of
thin and thick clouds.
We find no evidence of significant grain
growth as a function of density in a cloud.

Román-Zúñiga et al 2008
Wednesday, September 12, 12

B59 IN HIGH RESOLUTION

Main features fully resolved
Abundant substructure
High Dynamic Range: AV < 89 mag or N(H2) < 8.45 × 1022 cm−2

Román-Zúñiga et al 2010
Wednesday, September 12, 12

B59 IN HIGH RESOLUTION
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Figure 11. Comparison of the density of background sources from the 2MASS
(top) and the ESO (bottom) catalogs, in the region of the eastern filament.

Our analysis of the filament with CLUMPFIND-2D reveals
a total of six extinction peaks along the filament, and that
these peaks are significant with our choice of 5σ contour steps.
However, we must proceed with caution: again, it is not trivial to
claim that each one of these peaks should be considered a new
core. The RLA09 prescription requires individual cores to be
separated in both distance and velocity. In their analysis, RLA09
also detected substructure along the filament, but they decided to
center of the core was
merge all peaks into a single, large core as the adjacent peaks in
the map of LAL06 did not3show a separation in central velocity.
ournal.)
ament
However, we need to consider that while the prescription of
ction map, the
Rathborne is useful to determine the independence of two
across the central
one large core
adjacent
cores, it might not be ideal for a chain of related cores
(for details on the
Figure 10. Top panel: average spectra of NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emission toward
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GBT-NH

Figure 7. Close-look map of the central core in B59, at the same resolution
as the map in Figure 3. The diamond shaped symbols indicate the locations of
YSO candidates identified by Brooke et al. (2007). The circle shaped symbols
Context
ofidentified
B59 young
cluster in its forming cloud
indicate
sources
as Class 0/I.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Evidence of feedback effects

Our map appears to show a second indentation in the core
at (α, δ) = (257.842, −27.478), just south of source no. 9 in
Little structure
central
BHB07 list (2M171121),
whichin
also
shows acore
significant scatter
light feature in NIR images and it is possibly associated with
an outflow structure
al. 2009).
If so, the indentation in
Dense(Riaz
gas etmostly
quiescent!
the map could be an indication of another cavity like structure
being formed by a protostellar outflow. Outflows from young
stars have long been known to play an important role in the
evolution of star forming clouds (e.g., Bally et al. 1999; Matzner
& McKee 2000). Fragmentation enhanced by outflows has also
been predicted by recent numerical studies (Nakamura & Li
2007).
Regarding the central region, our map reveals structural
details that could not be previously resolved in lower resolution
maps. In Figure 8, we show a “close-up” of the identification

Román-Zúñiga et al 2010
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SPEX SURVEY OF B59
• An spectroscopic survey of YSOs in B59 was performed with SpeX@IRTF.
Most members were classified as M and K stars
•
Age of B59 estimated to be ~2.6 Myr => 6 tff, SFE/tdyn≈6%
•
Agrees well with SF simulations that include a B field + feedback
•
12
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SIS AND RESULTS

BHB07-07

Flat

K5

15.0

0.75–1.16

15.0, −80.0

14.0 × 12.0, 79.4

Notes.
a From Brooke et al. (2007).
b From Covey et al. (2010).
c Offsets from center of map at (α, δ) = (17:11:24.0, −27:25:30.0).
Román-Zúñiga et al.
d Indicates major and minor axes, and
position angle.

B59 IN HIGH RESOLUTION
Table 2
Barnard 59: Dust Emission Map

Parameter

Value

Tk a
rms
Total flux
Peak flux
Diameterb
NH2 c
nH2 c
Mass

10.25 K
4 mJy beam−1
8.28 Jy
90.7 mJy beam−1
0.11 pc
2.96 × 1022 cm−2
1.30 × 105 cm−3
9.19 M"

Notes.
a Corresponds to our best fit to the A profile, not to
V
a measured value.
b Size of region with emission above I > 0.2I
ν
ν,max .
c Average value over region with emission above
Iν > 0.2Iν,max .
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for grains in a dense medium
of source BHB07-10, discussed in Section 5.1 of RLA09.
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Figure 2. Open circle symbols show the radial profile of the NICER extinction
map. The black diamond symbols show the radial profile of the MAMBO-II
dust emission map. The profiles were constructed by averaging flux in circular,
concentric rings centered on J2000 (α, δ) = (17:11:23, 0, −27:25:59.3). For the
MAMBO-II profile, the data were convolved to the resolution of the NICER
map (20## ) and re-gridded to match pixels in both maps.

Radio continuum map, IRAM 30m
doubles resolution.

Confirms absence of significant substructure in the
central
core down
to 2000-5000
AU and the
We used
our pointed
NH3 observations
(RLA09)

C18 O(2–1) map to categorize the variation of the LSR velocity
near the center Monotonic
of the clump. Twelve
radialNH
profile
3 pointed observations
4
were made within the central 10 AU of B59. All of them
variations
of vLSR smaller
than
0.088 km s−1 in
from
Noindicate
evidence
for further
clump
fragmentation
B59
−1
the central value of 3.485 km s . Moreover, these variations
are below the average velocity dispersion 'σv ( = 0.210 ±
Action of magnetic field to retard collapse?
0.0498 km s−1 and below the sound speed in a 10 K gas (cs =
0.12 km s−1 ). The C18 O (2–1) map reveals variations below
0.05 km s−1 from the central velocity value. The linewidths,
although being significantly wider than those of the NH3 ,
also show very small variations (less than 0.08 km s−1 ) from
the average value of 0.87 km s−1 , indicating very uniform
kinematics near the center of B59-09ab. Rathborne et al. (2009)
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Figure 3. Dust extinction map of the Barnard 59 region at a spatial resolution of 20!! . The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

PIPE NEBULA: MOSTLY STARLESS

Figure 5. Extinction map of the Pipe Shank region at a spatial resolution of 20!! . The white solid line contours mark levels o
AV = 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, and 15 mag.
(A color version
online journal.)
DEEP NEAR-INFRARED SURVEY OF THE PIPE NEBULA.
II. of this figure is available in the2237

Figure 4. Extinction map of the Pipe Stem region at a spatial resolution of 20!! . The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at AV =
3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, and 20 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1, we list the limits defining the five areas, the fields
included in each one of the maps. The hybrid catalogs were
constructed by joining the photometry lists from the various
surveys in a progressive sequence: ISAAC catalogs were merged
with the corresponding SOFI catalogs by using a matching
algorithm that preferentially listed ISAAC over SOFI detections.
For those matches with a SOFI J-band detection, we used that
value to replace the null J-band value from ISAAC (e.g., FeSt
1-457 field); this resulted in a small but useful reduction of the
scatter as a function of extinction (σAV versus AV ). Positional
matching between NTT and VLT observations was calculated
within a tolerance radius of 0.!! 24, i.e., twice the average
positional uncertainty of the NTT astrometric solutions. Then,
when possible, we merged coincident ESO and CAHA fields
using a slightly larger tolerance radius of 0.!! 3 (to compensate
for the slightly lower resolution of the OMEGA 2000 respect
to SOFI). A final “high resolution” catalog was constructed by

putting together all ESO-CAHA merges, and merging it to a
2MASS “bed” catalog obtained from the All Sky Data Release.
The 2MASS “bed” catalogs define the extent of each map, and
excluded sources with photometric flags “U” and “X” which
indicate upper limits and defective observations, respectively.
Positional matching between the ESO-CAHA catalogs and
the 2MASS bed catalogs was determined using a tolerance
radius of 0.!! 36 (three times the average uncertainty of the
ESO-NTT astrometric solutions), and we rejected the 2MASS
matching sources except in the cases where an ESO or CAHA
source was saturated. The infrared excess restriction applied
to the 2MASS sources is the same as the one described in
Section 3.1.
We determined that a small color correction had to be
applied to correct for the differences between the SOFI/ISAAC,
OMEGA-2000, and 2MASS passbands. This correction was
determined by plotting the differences ∆(H − Ks ) = (H −

Figure 6. Extinction map of the Pipe Bowl region at a spatial resolution of 20!! . The white solid line contours mark levels o
AV = 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mag.
!! . The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
the
Pipe
Shank
region
at
a
spatial
resolution
of
20
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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DEEP NEAR-INFRARED SUR

Figure 15. Cumulative mass fraction as a function of extinction for the five
large-scale maps of the Pipe Nebula.

map of the Pipe Smoke region at a spatial resolution of 20!! . The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
20, 25, and 30 mag.
Different regions of the cloud reveal slightly different
s figure is available in the online journal.)

has any significant impact on our ability to
umn density regions. To tackle such aspects,
maps following a technique equivalent to that
06 and RAL09 to analyze the 2MASS map
d our results to theirs.

dentification of Extinction Peaks

igures 3–7 show that there is abundant low
between AV = 2 ± 1 and AV = 6 ± 1 mag
mentary morphology. This is probably tracing
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with
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We adopt a correction factor of 2.9 for the momentum flux of Flow 2 (i.e. i ⇡ 57 ), based on a random distribution of inclination angles (Cabrit & Bertout 1992; Bontemps et al. 1996), as
it does not show a blue and red overlap, indicative of not being as close to the plane of the sky as Flows 1 and 3. If assuming 75 , the momentum flux of Flow 2 would increase by a factor
5.

PIPE NEBULA: MORE CLUES

1
et emission
al 2012:
outflows
fromrespectively).
YSOs revealed
12CO
emission
maps.
Fig. 8. Contours ofDuarte-Cabral
the 12 CO blue and red
(left
and right panels
Contours in
start
at 3 K kms
for the blue
emission and at

4 K kms 1 for the red,
with stepsto
of structures
2 K kms 1 , overlayed
on the extinction
B59 asmore
from Fig.
1 in gray
scale. Themay
blackbe
arrows show the
Relation
observed
in mapsmap
areofnow
clear.
Outflows
di↵erent individual outflows used to calculate individual outflow properties: Flow 1 (blue and red), Flow 2 (red) and Flow 3 (blue).

increasing turbulent energy to the cloud, effectively retarding collapse.

Peretto et al.: The Pipe Nebula as seen with Herschel: Formation of filamentary structures by large-scale compression ?

would in fact increase the estimate of the momentum and energy
by a factor of 3. Therefore, i ⇠ 75 for Flow 1, remains a rather
conservative value.
For Flow 3, the large spatial extent of the collimated blue
knot (with a faint red counterpart at the end), combined with
a young driving source (B10) and a small velocity o↵set from
the ambient cloud, also favours an outflow close to the plane
of the sky. For simplicity, we will adopt the same inclination
angle as for Flow 1. Considering the preferential alignment of
the stronger outflows close to the plane of the sky, we also adopt
i ⇠ 75 to estimate the global outflow properties.
5.3. Outflow properties

grated below 2.7 km s 1 for the blue wing and above 4.2 km s 1
for the red.
For each wing, we then apply the correction factor of ⌧12 /(1
⌧12
e ) for the column density estimate at each pixel (Cabrit &
Bertout 1990; Curtis et al. 2010b) . Assuming a kinetic temperPeretto et al 2012: Herschel maps
ature of the outflows of 25 K (twice warmer than the dense gas),
the4 and
complex
structure
of
a CO abundance with respect toreveal
H2 of 10
for a distance
of
130 pc, the gas masses can be derived
as: in the B59 and Stem
filaments
Z
of the Pipe Nebula.
M = 1.78 ⇥ 10 6 N pix <
T mbregions
dv >
(2) Large

scale, primordial gravitational
where M is the gas mass in compression
M assuming a molecular
weight
may be the
origin of
of
2.33,
N
is
the
number
of
pixels
in
the
outflows,
and
<
pix
R
the
structure
we
observe
nowadays.
T dv > is the average integrated intensity, after the opacity
mb

To estimate the mass of high velocity gas in the outflows, the correction of the T mb at each pixel. If assuming a higher temperoptical depth of 12 CO in the wings has to be corrected for. This ature for the outflows of 50 K (as found by, e.g. Hatchell et al.
can be done using the 13 CO data. Under LTE conditions and as- 1999), our mass estimate would increase by 20%.
To estimate the average momentum, pout , and kinetic energy,
suming similar excitation temperatures, a fractional abundance
of 12 CO relative to 13 CO of 62 (Langer & Penzias 1993), and Eout , of the outflows, as well as the individual outflow momen,Fout , we use
optically thin 13 CO wing emission (Cabrit & Bertout 1990), the tum flux
Z
12
optical
of ofCO
(⌧12on
) can
determined
fromnetwork
the ratio
of with the DisPerSE algorithm
Fig. 1. Herschel
column depth
density map
the Pipe
whichbe
is overlaid
the filament
as traced
m(v)|v arev0 |dv
(3)
out =
(Sousbie
2011).
The
43
filaments
selected
after
eye
inspection
are
displayed
in
red
and
cyan
while
filaments
the integrated
wing emission of the two isotopologues. We inte- thepremaining
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PIPE NEBULA: MORE CLUES
M. Nielbock et al.: EPoS: The dust temperature and density distributions of B68

Figure 3. Image gallery of B68 Herschel and archival data covering a wide range of wavelengths. The instruments and wavelengths
at which the images were obtained are indicated in the white annotation boxes. Each image has an arbitrary flux density scale, whose
settings areNielbock
given in Tab.et
2. They
were chosen
toBarnard
facilitate a68.
comparison
of the
morphologyfrom
The maps
are centred
on RA = 17h 22m 39s ,
al
2012.
EPoS
Globule
dissected
optical
to
sub-mm
Dec = 23 500 0000 and have a field of view of 70 ⇥ 70 . All coordinates in this manuscript are based on the J2000.0 reference frame. The
corresponding beam sizes are indicated in the inserts. Contours of the LABOCA data obtained at = 870 µm show flux densities of
30, 50, 150, 250, 350, and 450 mJy/beam and are superimposed for comparison. The black and white crosses indicate the position of
the point source at the tip of the trunk.
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SMOKING THE PIPE...
•The NTT and VLT high resolution near-IR imaging allowed to create exquisite,
highly detailed maps of column density of a nearby molecular cloud.

•The high spatial resolution achieved has allowed us to peek at the interior of
prestellar cores and clumps.

•The Pipe Nebula is a very young cloud and it may contain some crucial keys for the
puzzle of the initial conditions of star formation. Some of those keys have already
been revealed.

•B59, a small stellar clusters with no massive members is also the only spot in the
Pipe Nebula that has collapsed into multiple stars.

•What has hold the rest of the Pipe Nebula against protostellar collapse for almost 3
Myr?

• How does the Pipe Nebula compare to other clouds observed in similar conditions?
•ESO capabilities for large scale infrared surveys at high resolution will allow us to do
comparative studies in other complexes.

•Evidently, HERSCHEL and ALMA will play a main role in the near future.
•Nowadays the Pipe Nebula stands as one prime target in virtually all major surveys.

30+ major publications have started to dissect its properties. Not bad for a molecular
cloud that until 2006 had been barely observed.

Román-Zúñiga et al 2012 (in. p.)
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